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B INTRODUCTION
B.1 MOTIVATION
The research presented in this report was developped in the context of Mex-Culture project,
which aim to develop tools for access to cultural heritage of the Mexican culture. The main
subject of this task is the computational modeling of similarity relation between sound files
for retrieval purposes. In this task we must design, develop and implement methods for
processing the speech/audio content of the sound files. The main challenge is to formulate
the speech/audio problem at hand in terms of the algorithm and corresponding data
structure. Examples of such data structures are a sequence of symbols, a vector of feature
values, a point set in a geometric space, and so on.
The rise of the Internet and the world-wide-web, starting in the late 1990s, and the invention
of the MPEG-1 video and MP3 audio encoding gave an enormous boost to computational
processing of video and audio within the research area of Mutimedia Information Retrieval.
The deployment and integration of audio processing tools can enhance the semantic
annotation of multimedia content, and as a consequence, improve the effectiveness of
conceptual access tools.
Recent investigations have shown the feasibility of deploying large vocabulary speech
recognition for the generation of multimedia annotations that allow the conceptual querying
of video content and the synchronization to any kind of textual resource that is accessible,
including other full-text annotation for audiovisual material.

B.2 AUDIO-VISUAL CORPORA
The methods devised in the project will be applied to the large databases of the FONOTECA
NACIONAL (National Sound Archive of México), part of CONACULTA (National Council
for Culture and the Arts of México) and the Video library (TVUNAM, more than 100,000
hours of video) of the UNAM (National Autonomous University of México). Since these
databases will only become progressively available during the project, a large video database
provided by INA (sub-contractor of Cnam) will be employed for the early evaluation of the
methods devised in this project.

B.3 GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR DESCRIPTION OF SPEECH/AUDIO ENCODED
CONTENT

The integration of digital technology contributes to the preservation of sound heritage and
facilitates access and dissemination to a large number of people simultaneously.
The main challenge in the sound files is, on the one hand, preservation, growth and
diversification of its users and for other hand, look for other mechanisms to facilitate
information retrieval based on audio content. These search mechanisms are based on
numerical methods based on the digital processing of the sound signal.
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One of our goals in this projet is to devise and avaluate new methods in which automatic
speech and audio analysis can contribute to increased granularity of automatically extracted
metadata.

C STATE-OF-THE-ART IN DESCRIPTION OF SPEECH/AUDIO ENCODED
CONTENT
This section presents a brief overview of the state of the art in the domain of cross-media
description of speech/audio content.

C.1 CROSS-MEDIA DESCRIPTION OF SPEECH/AUDIO CONTENT
Multimedia Information Retrieval (MIR) is a multidisciplinary research, contributing
disciplines how computer science, information retrieval, video/audio engineering,
multimedia signal processing, music theory, photograph theory, library science, cognitive
science and others [C.1.1].
Two main approaches to MIR can be discerned: metadata-based and content-based. In the
former, the issue is mainly to find useful information describing the multimedia item; these
informations are expressed in text. Hence, existing text-based retrieval methods can be used
to search those descriptions. The more challenging approaches in MIR are thus the ones that
deal with the content of the multimedia (video, image, speech, audio, text), e.g., for
video/image: color, shape, texture and movement; for speech/audio: pitch, melody and
rhythm. For the content-based speech/audio, the humans in general have well-developed
abilities to extract features from a acoustic signal: they can distinguish pitches, melodies and
harmonies, rhythms and beat patterns, they can identify instruments, and at times they are
strongly moved by the emotions these features evoke. Extracting these features from speech
and audio through signal processing and using them to let people retrieve the information
they like seems the obvious thing to do. This however has proved to be very difficult but no
imposible. Interesting recent methods proposes to extract these characteristics [C.1.2, C.1.3,
C.1.4].

C.2 SPEECH AND MUSIC DETECTION SYSTEM
The LaBRI Speech/Music detection system is built using data from the ESTER evaluation
campaigns [C.2.1]. The features used are PLP coefficients which are widely used in speech
processing. We train GMM models with 256 components for each class. Viterbi decoding is
used during the test phase.

C.3 MEXICAN SONOROUS CONTENT IDENTIFICATION OF FONOTECA NACIONAL
MÉXICO
Fonoteca Nacional México [C.3.1] makes the classification of its sonorous content in five
classes: Sonorous Art, Music, Landscape Sonorous, Radio and Voice. These five classes are a
significant part to make her catalog of sonorous files.
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Sonorous file cataloging is one of the most difficult task, it requires a cataloging personal
with a generous culture and in some cases, be a specialist in some areas.
Fonoteca Nacional México provided a database of 25 hours of sonorous files. These sonorous
files belonging to her five classes.
The type of content in this database is :
• Any type of music : Mexican popular and traditional music , music of natives
peoples, romantic music, Pre-columbian music, children's music, christmas music,
ranchera music, latin-american popular music, protest song , mexican jazz, nueva
trova, mexican music concert , etc.
• Discours, interviews , opening ceremony , roundtable , etc.
• Newspapers spoken (emissions mexican radio broadcast), videos with narration
mexican customs, reportage, etc.
• Music, sound experimentation, sheet music, etc.
• Endangered sounds, field recording, nature sounds , animal sounds, etc.
In general, each class is composed of a mixture of sonorous signals: music with different
types of genres, only voice, voice with music, voice with different sounds in backgrounds,
nature sounds, animals sound. In addition, there is different leve of noise in all sonorous files
of the database.
According to the database characteristics mentioned above, the descriptors that will
characterize the sonorous content of the database must take into account both general
characteristics of the acoustic signal based in the music and the voice, but at the same time,
specific characteristics in details of the acoustic signal. Also, they must take into account the
presence of noise, like background noise, noise channel, environmental noise, etc. Another
feature is that the sonorous files have different characteristics of record; can have
professional recordings as amateur recordings with bad quality.
The idea is to have a first classification of sonorous files with regard to the five classes of the
cataloging of the Fonoteca Nacional México. Then, we will do a deeper analysis of each class,
this, in order to generate new descriptors that will provide information on the content in
more detail. With these descriptors we will have a better indexing of these five classes.
For this first identification we are inspired on acoustics landmarks works [C.3.2, C.3.3, C.3.4,
C.3.5]. We implemented descriptors that we call them as landmark-based sonorous
recognition.

C.4 MEXICAN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES RECOGNITION
The automatic language identification is a relatively new task, which is becoming
increasingly important, although it is still far from solving the problem to an acceptable level
of identification success rate in a real environment.
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The task in this part of the work of Mex-Culture project is to implement the necessary
resources developing tools that can help us to identify an indigenous language of Mexico
among several other indigenous languages of Mexico. This identification will be done by
analyzing sound files that we call sound documents.
We will work on the automatic identification of four indigenous languages of México: 01 –
Maya -Yucatec ; 02 – Nahuatl - Central ; 03 – Otomi variant Hñahñu ; 04 – Kilihua.
The type of content that will focus in this research is:
• Radio News (emissions Mexican indigenous radio).
• Music.
• Autochtones Tales.
• Videos with narration Mexican indigenous customs.
We will do as a first step, the identification of languages indigenous based on landmarkbased speech fingerprinting descriptors, this as a first separation of the languages, based on
the time-frequency informations of the concentrate of higher frequencies.

C.5 SPEECH/SPEAKER RECOGNITION
The speech recognition and speaker work was addressed in two stages. As first part, we
addressed speech recognition implementation. In this part we focus on implementing
algorithms that have the best performance in systems reported in the literature. In this way,
we do optimizations to get the best performance around Mex-Culture project conditions.
The type of content that will focus in this research is:
• Radio News (the emblematic emissions of Mexican radio broadcast).
• Keynote speech of some important figures in Mexican life.
We will describe the recognition of isolated words implementation; Once validated it, these
work will be included in the development of the continuous speech recognition.

D PROPOSED METHODS FOR DESCRIPTION OF SPEECH/AUDIO
ENCODED CONTENT
D.1 ARCHITECTURE
Indexing and retrieval of multimedia information is based on architecture that we called
architecture for scalable search. This architecture will allow to store and organize multimedia
information in a scalable manner, allowing a multimedia resource search in large databases
scale easily and quickly.
In Figure D1.1 we can see that the decomposition tasks are reflected in this scalable search
architecture. It shows then the interrelationship between the different activities of each
partner.
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Tasks 1, 2 and 3 all develop software components (for extracting content descriptions, for
performing content summarization and for scalable search). All software integration
activities were grouped in Task 4.

Figure D1.1. Task in the architecture for content-based audiovisual scalable indexing and
retrieval.
This report is focused only on the task 2.

D.2 SPEECH/MUSIC DETECTION SYSTEM
The LaBRI Speech/Music detection system is built using data from the ESTER evaluation
campaigns [C.2.1]. The features used are PLP coefficients which are widely used in speech
processing. We train GMM models for each class. Viterbi decoding is used during the test
phase. The details of the system are given below.

D.2.1 THE TRAINING DATABASE
The ESTER database is manually annoted in several classes with different annotation tiers for
each, which means that some overlap may occur. The classes are :
 acapella
 advertising
 applause
 jingle
 laughter
 multiple speech (overlapping speech)
 music
 other
 speech
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For the design of our system, we decided to create models using overlapping classes. So, the
first step is to merge the annotations, creating 34 classes. The duration for each of these
classes is given in the table below :
Category

Training duration (minutes)

jingle+speech
applause+other+speech
jingle+music+other
advertising+other
advertising+music+other
multiplespeech2+music+speech
acappella+music
laugh+music+other+speech
multiplespeech1+music+other+speech
applause+other
applause+music+other
advertising+music+other+speech
multiple_speech2+other+speech
multiple_speech1+other+speech
laugh+music+other
advertising+other+speech
advertising+music
multiple_speech1+speech
multiple_speech1+music+speech
jingle+music+speech
laugh+other+speech
laugh+other
multiple_speech2+speech
advertising+speech
jingle+music
music+other+speech
Null
advertising+music+speech
music+other
Other
other+speech
music+speech
Speech
Music

1,8
3,4
2,7
2,9
2,9
3,2
3,5
3,7
3,8
5,5
4,9
4,5
4,8
5,4
6,3
7,0
9,5
9,9
10,0
11,3
18,5
22,8
18,8
20,5
23,5
27,9
34,1
40,9
46,0
50,6
123,8
218,8
429,7
823,3

D.2.2 FEATURES
On each file, PLP coefficients [D.2.1] are extracted using the HTK toolkit. These coefficients
are computed on 30 ms windows each 10 ms (20 ms overlap). 12 coefficients are extracted
and derivatives and acceleration are added, creating a 36-dimensional vector for each frame.
The general framework used to obtain these coefficients are given in the figure below.
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D.2.3 MODELS
The models used are Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). For each of the 34 classes
mentionned above, we estimate a 256 mixtures model. These models are trained using the
audioseg library1.

D.2.4 TESTING
During the test phase, viterbi decoding is used. Thus, we obtain automatic segments on
which the most probable class is given. As the task is to detect the speech and music
segments, labels are automatically simplified to match these two classes. Instead of having
the 34 classes, we will only get two files containing respectively speech and non-speech
events and music and non-music events. A post-processing step is also carried out to discard
very short segments.

D.2.4 EVALUATION
All times are given in seconds.
Target time is the number of seconds where the target class is present in the test set.
Non-target time is the number of seconds where the target class is absent in the test set.
Missed time is the number of seconds where the system has not identified the target class
although it was present in the signal.

1

https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/audioseg/
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Insertion time is the number of seconds where the system has wrongly decided the target
class was present.
MissedTime+ InsertionTime

% Error is defined as : %error= 100x TargetTime + NontargetTime
MissedTime

% Miss is defined as : %miss= 100x TargetTime

InsertionTime

%FalseAlarm is defined as : %FalseAlarm= 100x NontargetTime
TargetTime − MissedTime

%Precision is defined as : %Precision= 100x TargetTime − MissedTime+ InsertionTime

(

%Recall is defined as : %Recall= 100x 1 −

TargetTime− MissedTime
TargetTime − MissedTime+ MissedTime

)

PrecisionxRecall

F-measure is defined as : F − measure= 2x Precision+ Recall

Target
time
Speech
Music

32279,30
46164,75

Non-target
time

Missed
time

Insertion
time

%
Error

%
Miss

35534,85
25240,11

957,72
5477,73

3335,60
2884,09

6,3
11,7

2,9
11,8

%
False
alarm
9,3
11,4

%
Recall

%
Precision

Fmeasure

97,0
88,1

90,3
93,3

0,9359
0,9068

Overall, these results are consistent with the literature. Results available on this database
show that our system performs a bit worse than the best system on speech detection (Fmeasure of 0,9359, best system is 0,9942) but the performance on music detection is better (Fmeasure of 0,9068, best system was 0,7885).
The system has yet to be evaluated on the Mex-Culture database, for which we are waiting
for the manual annotations.

D.3 MUSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE AUDIO
A large part of collections of audio-visual contents consists in audio-visual musical streams,
i.e. concert recordings and music video playlists broadcasted through internet services or TV
channels. The problem we focus on is the estimation of the temporal boundaries (start time,
end time) of western popular music pieces occurring in such streams [D.3.1]. Such an
estimation can be useful to navigate within the stream (automatic chaptering) and extract
statistical informations from it (e.g. providing the number of music pieces and their
occurrences). Moreover, it can help the cross-referencing of music pieces from different
multimedia documents for copyright protection.
Estimating the boundaries of music pieces within an audio stream is a difficult problem:
instrumental breakdowns can be introduced on purpose by the band during concerts, or by
the video producer for scripting issues. On the opposite, music pieces can be played
successively without any pause between them, keeping locally similar properties such as a
stable timbre or a constant tonality.
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We describe the music video stream as a sequence of audio and visual features. As they are
extracted from different modalities with different time resolutions, we choose to express
them at a common time-scale, empirically set to a sampling period of 0.5 seconds.
We consider musical properties of the audio through the use of Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC) and Chroma vectors. A vector of MFCCs is obtained by filtering the logpower spectrum of a signal with bandpass filters whose frequency responses are regularly
spaced at the Mel frequency scale. This filtered spectrum is then decomposed with a discrete
cosine transform. The resulting set of coefficients roughly describes the spectral envelope of
the input signal [D.3.2] and it is often considered as a way to describe its overall musical
timbre [D.3.3].
We also consider another feature related to harmony. A Chroma vector is a set of coefficients
which quantizes the energy associated to the twelve semi-tones of the chromatic scale over
the signal's whole spectrum in western music theory [D.3.4]. They constitute a description of
the tonal content of the input signal. An homogeneous sequence of chroma vectors over time
can be interpreted as the use of local key.
These audio features are not original but the experiments we performed show that they
capture significant musical information related to timbre and harmony. Furhter experiments
have to been performed to evaluate and confirm these first results.

D.4 IDENTIFICATION OF FIVE CLASES MEXICAN SONOROUS CONTENT BASED ON
FONOTECA NACIONAL MÉXICO CLASSIFICATION
Fonoteca Nacional México [C.4.1] makes the classification of its sonorous content in five
classes: Sonorous Art, Music, Landscape Sound, Radio and Voice. These five classes are a
significant part to make her catalog of sonorous files.
Sonorous file cataloging is one of the most difficult task, it requires a cataloging personal
with a generous culture and in some cases, be a specialist in some areas; for example,
analysis of a musical genre, history, sonorous art, soundscape, among others. It is important
to observe that the existence of relational database should allow the generation of metadata
for each sonorous file; this is part of cataloging called analytical.
The macro-processes, acquisition, preservation and access to the Fonoteca National México is
based on the OASIS model (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards). One of the essential parts is the cataloging which is based on these five classes.
Therefore we started developing identification stage of five classes based on the sonorous
content.
Fonoteca Nacional México provided a database of 25 hours of sonorous files. These sonorous
files belonging to her five classes.
The figure D4.1 shows an overview of the classes of Fonoteca Nacional México. This
database has been provided by this institution after a user agreement and responsibility to
use the audio content provided. It took several months to Citedi-IPN and Fonoteca personal
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group to get this database. The work consisted of administrative procedures as well as
meetings with the Fonoteca technical staff for the technical specifications for the database.

Figure D4.1. Examples of classes.
For comparing sonoruous files is to extract an abstract description of the acoustic signal
which reflects the perceptually relevant aspects of the acoustic signal, followed by the
application of a distance function to the extracted information. Usually, an acoustic signal is
segmented into short, possibly overlapping frames which last short enough such that there
are no multiple distinguishable events covered by one frame.
Wold et al. [D.4.1] list some features that are commonly extracted from acoustic frames with
a duration between 25 and 40 milliseconds:
•

Attack : the duration from a zero to a maximum amplitude,

•

Decay : the duration from the initial maximum amplitude to a stable state amplitude,

•

Sustain : the level of the steady state amplitude,

•

Release : the duration from the steady state to its final zero amplitude,

•

Zero crossing rate : the rate of sign-changes along a signal,

•

Spectral centroid : the average frequency, weighted by amplitude, of a spectrum.

Features include frequencies:
•

Loudness : can be approximated by the square root of the energy of the signal,

•

Pitch : the Fourier transformation of a frame delivers a spectrum, from which a
fundamental frequency can be computed with an approximate greatest common
divisor algorithm,

•

Tone (brightness and bandwidth) : brightness is a measure of the higher-frequency
content of the signal; bandwidth can be computed as the magnitude weighted
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average of the differences between the spectral components and the centroid of the
short-time Fourier transform, it is zero for a single sine wave, while ideal white noise
has an infinite bandwidth,
•

Mel-filtered cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) : can be computed by applying a melspaced set of triangular filters to the short-time Fourier transform, followed by a
discrete cosine transform, it transforms the spectrum into perception-based acoustic
characteristics, a mel is a unit of measure for the perceived pitch of a tone, the human
ear is sensitive to linear changes in frequency below 1000 Hz and logarithmic changes
above, mel-filtering is a scaling of frequency that takes this fact into account,

•

Derivatives : since the dynamic behaviour of sound is important, it can be helpful to
calculate the instantaneous derivative (time differences) for all of the features above.

Many sounds retrieval systems compare vectors of such features in order to find sound files
that sound similar to a given query.
In Section C.3, we saw the type of sonorous content that Fonoteca database has. After
analyzing the sonorous content that is in each of the five classes, we conclude that : in
general, each class is composed of a mixture of sonorous signals: music with different types
of genres, only voice, voice with music, voice with different sounds in backgrounds, nature
sounds, animal sounds. In addition, there is different leve of noise in all sonorous files of the
database.
Initially, we cannot use that very specific descriptors such rhytms or descriptors for speech
(pitch, formants,…); but using combinations of specific descriptors of music and speech may
be an option, but it must be considered that these descriptors are not too heavy. One option
is to use descriptors that must take into account fairly general characteristics of the acoustic
signal, but at the same time specific characteristics. Also, they must take into account the
presence of noise, like background noise, channel noise, environmental noise, etc. For this,
we are looking for descriptors that give us information in space and time at the same time.
Another point to note in the Fonoteca database is that there are sound files with a very short
time duration (minimum 5 seconds). Another feature is that the sonorous files have different
characteristics of record; we can have professional recordings as amateur recordings with
bad quality.
The idea is to have a first classification of sonorous files with regard to the five classes of the
cataloging of the Fonoteca Nacional México. Then, we will do a deeper analysis of each class,
this, in order to generate new descriptors that will provide information on the content in
more detail. With these descriptors we will have a better indexing of these five classes.
After an analysis detailed audio content of the database provided; we tested different
descriptors, this, to get an overview of the features that are important to take into account
and that should have a good identifier of sonorous classes. Therefore, the soundtrack
matching problem has similarities with that of identifying identical musical recordings in the
presence of noise and channel variations. In both cases, we expect to see a lot of invariant
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underlying structure (e.g. spectral peaks) in the same relative time locations, but possibly
corrupted with different channel effects and mixed with varying levels and types of noise.
This problem is addressed by a number of prior works in audio fingerprinting [D.4.2].
Audio fingerprinting systems can find matching audio files even when the query contains
added noise. Some audio fingerprinting algorithms are better at identifying different types of
queries: queries that are short, or have a large amount of noise present in the signal.
An audio fingerprint is a content-based compact signature that summarizes an audio file
[D.4.3]. For example, all phone-based systems for identifying popular music use some form
of audio fingerprinting. A feature extractor is used to describe short segments of recordings
in a way that is as robust as possible against the typical distortions caused by poor speakers,
cheap microphones, and a cellular phone connection, as well as background noise like
people chatting in a site public. These audio fingerprints, usually just a few bytes per
recording segment, are then stored in a database index, along with pointers to the recordings
where they occur. The same feature extractor is used on the query, and with the audio
fingerprints that were extracted from the query, candidates for matching recordings can be
quickly retrieved. The number of these candidates can be reduced by checking whether the
fingerprints occur in the right order and with the same local timing.
For this first identification we are inspired on acoustics landmarks works [C.3.2, C.3.3, C.3.4,
C.3.5]. We implemented descriptors that we call them as landmark-based sonorous
recognition.
Landmark-based sonorous recognition analysis provides a means to relate acoustic events to
sonorous behavior of the acoustic content of each of the five classes, thereby allowing
comparison of the query with the content of each classes along a set of distinct acoustic
parameters. The descripteurs are inspired on the approach of [D.4.4, D.4.5] which uses the
locations of pairs of spectrogram peaks as robust features for matching. These descriptors
create the distinguishing landmarks-based sonorous recognition. The landmarks-based
sonorous recognition correspond to concentrated energy localized in time and frequency. A
similar approach based on matching pursuit (MP) was presented in [D.4.5] to group similar
but nonidentical audio events.

D.4.1 LANDMARKS-BASED SONOROUS RECOGNITION
For each sonorous class are calculed and identified the locations of pairs of spectrogram
peaks. With this information we obtain a group of landmarks-based sonorous recognition
descriptors corresponding to the most energetic points in the acoustics signals of the sounds
files of each sonorous class. The cluster algorithm is based in the k-means [D.4.6]; the kmeans algorithm iteratively selects a landmarks-based sonorous recognition codebook
corresponding to the most energetic points in the acoustics signals of each sonorous class. A
landmark-based sonorous recognition is defined by their two center frequencies and the time
difference between their temporal centers. The values of landmark-based sonorous
recognition codebook are quantized to allow efficient matching between landmarkssonorous.
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The landmarks-based sonorous recognition codebooks values as quantized above can be
described as a unique hash of 20 bits. A hash table is constructed to store all the locations of
each landmarks-based sonorous recognition codebooks hash value. Landmarks-based
sonorous recognition codebooks locations are stored in the table with an identification
number from the originating sonorous class and a time offset value.

D.4.2 SONOROUS CLASS IDENTIFICATION FOR A SOUND FILE QUERY
To find at which of five sonorous classes belong a sound file in a query, it is decomposed in
landmarks-based sonorous recognition descriptors and then they are hashed as described
above. The hash table is queried for each of the landmarks-sonorous found in the sound file
query.

D.4.3 SONORUOS DATABASE OF FONOTECA NACIONAL MÉXICO
We generated a database for testing the identification system of five classes (see section C.3).
Database : training
Each class consist of five sound files selected from the database. In total 25 sounds files. The
set comprises 2.2 hours of sonorous signal. All sounds files are sampled at 44100 Hz.
Database: test
It is composed of ten sound files selected from the database and these files are not part of the
training database. In total 10 sounds files. The set comprises 1.2 hours of sonorous signal. All
sounds files are sampled at 44100 Hz.

D.4.4 MATCH EVALUATION
The sound files for each sonorous class was processed obtaining theirs landmarks-based
sonorous recognition descriptors; after this was processed the cluster algorithm k-means for
obtained the landmarks-based sonorous recognition codebook of size 512. The database of
training was processed as above and stored in the hash table.
In the test database, they are two sound files for each sonorous class. The classes are marked
as: 01 – Sonorous Art; 02 – Music; 03 – Landscape sonorous; 04 – Radio; 05 – Voice.
As we look in Table D4.1, we have obtained an identification efficiency of 20% for the
systems with landmarks-based sonorous recognition descriptors. Then, we have
implemented the landmarks-based sonorous recognition codebook option and we had a 40%
efficiency.
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Test
audio files

Whitout k-mans
identification

01A
01B
02A
02B
03A
03B
04A
04B
05A
05B


x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Class
identified
01
04
04
01
01
01
04
01
01
01

k-means
512
identification
Class
identified
x
04

01
x
03
x
05

03
x
05
x
03

04

05
x
01

Table D4.1. Match evaluation of the sounds files.

D.5 RECOGNITION OF MEXICAN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES SOUND DOCUMENTS
The Automatic Language Identification (ALI) identify by means of computer systems, as fast
as possible, the language used by a speaker at a given time. Several scientific approaches
have been developed for the construction of such sytems. The automatic language
identification is a relatively new task, which is becoming increasingly important, although it
is still far from solving the problem to an acceptable level of identification success rate in a
real environment.
The task in this part of Mex-Culture project is to implement the necessary resources
developping tools that can help us identify an indigenous language of México among several
other indigenous languages of México. This identification will be done by analyzing sound
files that we call sound documents.
We will work on the automatic identification of four indigenous languages of México: 01 –
Maya -Yucatec ; 02 – Nahuatl - Central ; 03 – Otomi variant Hñahñu ; 04 – Kilihua.
Optimization of automatic systems that model the languages, they allow confirming or
contrasting structural concepts from linguistic theories about the differences between
languages. The automatic language identification can be divided according to the nature of
handled information [D.5.1-D.5.5]:
•

Acoustic-phonetics : phonetic inventories differ from language to language. Even
when languages have identical phone, the frequencies of occurrence of phones differ
across languages.

•

Phonotactics : phonotactics refers to the rules that govern the combinations of the
different phones in a language. There is a wide variance in phonotactic rules across
languages.
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•

Prosodics : languages vary in terms of the duration of phones, speech rate and the
intonation (pitch contour). Tonal languages such as Mandarin and Vietnamese have
very different intonation characteristics than stress languages such as Emglish.

•

Vocabulary : conceptually the most important difference between languages is that
they use different sets of words – that is, their vocabularies differ. Thus, a non-native
speaker of English is likely to use the phonemic inventory, prosodic partterns and
even (approximately) the phonotactics of her/his native language, but will be judged
to speak English if the vocabulary used is that of English.

A ssuccessful language identification algorithm would exploit information from all of the
above sources to arrive at its identification decision.
Each automatic identification system language, accepts a voice file, as input, and makes the
membership decision. The output represent the similarity values for each language.
As we have seen, the work has as main goal that is the automatic identification of four
indigenous languages of México. First, we will do, the identification of languages indigenous
based on the descriptors landmark-based speech fingerprinting, this as a first separation of
the languages, based on the time-frequency informations of the concentrate of frequencies
higher; then we will do analysis based on acoustic-phonetics, phonotactic and prosodic for
have an automatic identifier indigenous languages of México more robust.

D.5.1 DESCRIPTION INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES OF MÉXICO
D.5.1.1 Yucatec Maya language
Is a Mayan language spoken in the Yucatán Peninsula and northern Belize. Maya remains
many speakers' first language today, with approximately 800,000 to 1.2 million speakers.

ISO 639-3 Language Code
ISO 639-3 Language Name
Native speakers
Population

Classification family

Where Yucateco is spoken

Maya - Yucatec
yua
Yucateco
770,000
735,000 in Mexico (2000 INALI).
Population total all countries:
766,000. 58,800 monolinguals (2007).
Mayan
• Yucatecan
o Yucatec-Lacandon
 Yucatec
Belize
Guatemala
Mexico

Table D5.1. Maya-Yucated language.
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D.5.1.2 Central Nahuatl language
Known informally as Aztec, is a language or group of languages of the Uto-Aztecan
language family. Varieties of Nahuatl are spoken by an estimated 1.5 million Nahua people,
most of whom live in Central Mexico.
Nahuatl - Central
nhn
Central nahuatl
1.5 million
40,000 (1980 census). All Nahuatl
variety speakers: 1,380,000. 1,000
monolinguals (1990 census). Ethnic
population: 63,000 (1986).
Classification family
Uto-Aztecan
• Aztecan
o General Aztec
 Nahuatl
Where Central Nahuatl is spoken Hidalgo
Puebla
State of Mexico
Tlaxcala
Table D5.2. Nahuatl – Central language.
ISO 639-3 Language Code
ISO 639-3 Language Name
Native speakers
Population

D.5.1.3 Otomi – Hñahñu language
It is spoken in the Mexican state of Hidalgo, especially in the Mezquital Valley, by 100,000
people.
Otomi del valle del Mezquital - Hñahñu
ISO 639-3 Language Code
ote
ISO 639-3 Language Name
Mezquital
Native speakers
1.5 million
Population
130,000 (1990 census)
Classification family
Oto-Manguean
• Oto-Pamean
o Otomian
 Northweste
rn Otomi
Where Otomi - Hñañu is spoken
Hidalgo
Table D5.3. Otomi – Hñahñu language.

D.5.1.4 Paipai language
Paipai is the native language of the Paipai peoples. It is part of the Yuman language family.
There are very few speakers left because most Paipai now live in Kumeyaay villages.
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ISO 639-3 Language Code
ISO 639-3 Language Name
Native speakers
Population
Classification family

Where Paipai is spoken
Table D5.4. Paipai language.

Paipai
ppi
paipai
100 (2007)
--Yuman
• Core Yuman
o Pai
 Paipai
Ensenda

D.5.2 IDENTIFICATION INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES OF MÉXICO
In this stage we only us speech files for each langage. In order to identify indigenous
languages, we will based on the calculation of the landmark-based speech fingerprinting
descriptors. It is inspired on the works in acoustic landmarks [C.3.2-C.3.5]. These landmarkbased speech fingerprinting descriptors are the prominent onsets concentrated in frequency.
This descriptors are the onsets formed into pairs, they are parameterized by the frequencies
of the peaks and the time in between them. These descriptors are quantized to give a
realtively large number of distinc landmark-based speech fingerprinting hashes. The
identification procedure follows almost the same pattern as in the recognition of sonorous
classes (Section D.4).
Each reference langage indigenous is described by the many hundreds of descriptors
landmark-based speech fingerprinting, it contains the times at which they occur. This
information is held in an inverted index, which, for each of hundred distinct descriptors
landmarks-based speech fingerprinting, lists the language indigenous it belongs and when
they occur in those structure acoustic.
To identify a query, it is similarly converted to descriptors landmarks-based speech. Then,
the database is queried to find all the reference langages indigenous that share descriptors
landmarks-based speech with the queries, and the relative time differences between where
they occur in the query and where they occur in the reference structure acoustic of the
langage indigenous. Once a sufficient number of descriptors landmarks-based speech have
been identified as coming from the same reference structure acoustic langage indigenous,
with the same relative timing, a match can be confidently declared.

D.5.3 SONOROUS DATABASE OF LANGAGES INDIGENOUS OF MÉXICO
We generated a database to test the system for identification of four indigenous languages
(see section C.4).
The four indigenous languages were selected on the criteria suggested by the experts group DL INAH (National Institute of Anthropology and History - Linguistic Department ).
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Among the most significant criteria are : different family; phonetically different family and
languages in danger of extinction.
Database: training.
The set comprises 1:02:08 hours of speech files. All sounds files are sampled at 44100 Hz.
Database: test.
This is composed of 14 speech files selected in the database and they are not part of training
database. In total 14 speech files. The set comprises 00:23:33 hours of speech signal. All
sounds files are sampled at 44100 Hz.

D.5.4 MATCH EVALUATION
The speech files for each langage indigenous was processed for obtained theirs landmarksbased speech fingerprinting descriptors; then, it was processed the cluster algorithm kmeans for obtained the landmarks-based speech fingerprinting codebook of size 512. The
database of training was processed as above and stored in the hash table.
In the test database, they are three speech files for each langage indegenous. The indigenous
languages are marked as: 01 – Maya Yucatec; 02 – Nahuatl of center; 03 – Otomi - Hñahñu;
04 – Paipai.
Test
speech
files

Whitout k-mans

identification

01A-Test
01B-Test
01C-Test
01D-Test
02A-Test
02B-Test
02C-Test
03A-Test
03B-Test
03C-Test
03D-Test
04A-Test
04B-Test
04C-Test

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x



Language
indegenous
identified
03
04
04
01
04
02
04
01
04
04
01
02
04
04

k-means
512
identification


x
x
x
x




x

x
x
x

Language
indegenous
identified
01
03
02
03
03
02
02
03
03
01
03
03
02
01

Table D5.5. Test identification results.
As we look in Table D5.5 ; we have obtained an identification efficiency of 28.57% for the
system without clusters ; then, we implemented the option clusters and we had a 42.86%
efficiency.
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D.6 SPEECH RECOGNITION AND SPEAKER RECOGNITION
The job for speech recognition and speaker was addressed in two stages. As first part, we
addressed the implementation of speech recognition. In this part we will focus on
implementing algorithms that have the best performance in systems reported in the
literature and doing optimizations to get the best performance around Mex-Culture project
conditions.
We will describe the work of the implementation of the recognition of isolated words; once
validated, these work be included in the development of the continuous speech recognition.

D.6.1 SPEECH RECOGNITION
Speech recognition is a challenging problem on which much work has been done the last
decades. The hidden Markov model (HMM) is the best technique when working with speech
processing [D.6.1]. This is the technique used to implement the isolated word speech
recognition system. This stochastic signal model is trying to characterize only the statistical
properties of the signal. In the HMM design there is a need for solving the three fundamental
problems, the recognition, optimal state sequence and the adjustment. Generally, human
speech conveys much information such as gender, emotion and identity of the speaker.
The speech recognition consist of two phases:
•

The training : each speaker has to provide samples of their speech so that the
reference template model can be build,

•

The testing: to ensure the input test speech is match with stored reference template
model and recognition decision are made.

First the feature extraction from the speech signal is done by a parameterization of the wave
formed signal into relevant feature vectors. This parametric form is then used by the
recognition system both in training the models and testing the same. A isolated-word speech
recognition system trains one hidden Markov model for each word that it should be able to
recognize. The models are trained with labeled training data, and the classification is
performed by passing the features to each model and then selecting the best match.

D.6.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION
The extraction of the best parametric representation of acoustic signals is an important task
to produce a better recognition performance. The source speech is sampled at 8000 Hz and
quantized with 16 bits. The signal is split up in short frames of 80 samples corresponding to
10 ms of speech. The frames are overlaped with 20 samples on each side. The idea is that the
speech is close to stationary during this short period of time because of the relatively limited
exibility of the throat.
The method used to extract relevant information from each short frames is the mel-cepstrum
method (Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients, MFCC). MFCC is perhaps the best known
and most popular, and will be utilised here. MFCC is based on known variation of the
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human ear’s critical bandwidth with frequency [D.6.2]. MFCC has two types of filter which
are spaced linearly at low frequency below 1000 Hz and logarithmic spacing above 1000Hz.
MFCC consists of four steps. Each step has its function and mathematical approaches. See
figure D6.1. As been discussed previously, the main purpose of the MFCC processor is to
mimic the behavior of the human ears. In addition, rather than the speech waveforms
themselves, MFCC’s are shown to be less susceptible to mentioned variations.

Figure D6.1. MFCC processor.
In the pre-processing step the continuous speech signal is blocked into frames of N samples;
after is to minimize the spectral distortion by using the window to taper the signal to zero at
the beginning and end of each frame. Typically the Hamming window is used.
The FFT step converts each frame of N samples from the time domain into the frequency
domain. The FFT is a fast algorithm to implement the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
which is defined on the set of N samples {xn}, as follow:
N −1

X k = ∑ xn e − j 2πkn / N ,

k = 0,1,2,..., N − 1

n =0

In general Xk’s are complex numbers and we only consider their absolute values (frequency
magnitudes).
The aim in the mel-frequency wrapping step is to have one approach of the spectrum of the
human perception of sounds for speech signals. Psychophysical studies have shown that
human perception of the frequency contents of sounds for speech signals does not follow a
linear scale. Thus for each tone with an actual frequency, f, measured in Hz, a subjective
pitch is measured on a scale called the “mel” scale. The mel-frequency scale is a linear
frequency spacing below 1000 Hz and a logarithmic spacing above 1000 Hz. One approach to
simulating the subjective spectrum is to use a filter bank, spaced uniformly on the mel-scale.
That filter bank has a triangular bandpass frequency response, and the spacing as well as the
bandwidth is determined by a constant mel frequency interval. The number of mel spectrum
coefficients, K, is typically chosen as 20.
The cepstrum step convert the log mel spectrum back to time. The result is called the mel
frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC). The cepstral representation of the speech spectrum
provides a good representation of the local spectral properties of the signal for the given
frame analysis. Because the mel spectrum coefficients (and so their logarithm) are real
numbers, these can be converted to the time domain using the Discrete Cosine Transform
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(DCT). The number of coefficients needed is 13. To increase the information of the human
perception, the first and second time derivative are calculated.
Number
12
1
13
13

Feature
MFCC
Energy
Delta-cepstral
Delta-delta cepstral

Table D6.1. Total features per short-frame.

D.6.3 FEATURE MATCHING HMM
As mentioned before the technique used to implement the isolated words speech recognition
system was the Hidden Markov Model, HMM. In the hidden Markov Model the state at each
time t must be inferred from observations. An observation is a probabilistic function of a
state [D.6.1].
The observable output from a hidden state is assumed to be generated by a multivariate
Gaussian distribution, so there is one mean vector and covariance matrix for each state. The
state transition probabilities are independent of time, such that the hidden Markov chain is
homogenous. The notation for a hidden Markov model is : total number of ܰ states, an
element ܽ௦௦ᇲ in the transition probability matrix  ܣdenotes the transition probability from
state  ݏto state  ݏᇱ, and the probability for the chain to start in state  ݏis ߨ௦ . The mean vector
and covariance matrix for the multivariate Gaussian distribution modeling the observable
output from state  ݏare ߤ௦ and Σ௦ respectively. For an observation , ܾ௦ ሺሻ denotes the
probability density of the multivariate Gaussian distribution of state s at the values of . We
will sometimes denote the collection of parameters describing the hidden Markov model as
ߣ = ሺߨ, ܣ, ܤሻ [D.6.1]. Where,
ߨ = initial state distribution vector.
 = ܣState transition probability matrix.
ߤ = ܤ,Σ = continuous observation probability density function matrix.
The three fundamental problems in the Hidden Markov Model design are the following
[D.6.1]:
Problem one - Recognition
Given the observation sequence O = (o1, o2,...,oT) and the model λ = (π, A, B), how is the
probability of the observation sequence given the model, computed? How is P(O|λ)
computed efficiently?.
Problem two - Optimal state sequence
Given the observation sequence O = (o1, o2,...,oT) and the model λ = (π, A, B ), how is a
corresponding state sequence, q = (q1, q2,...,qT), chosen to be optimal in some sense?.
Problem three – Adjustment
How are the probability measures, λ = (π, A, B), adjusted to maximize P(O|λ)?.
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D.6.3.1 The training of a model
Given a N number of observation sequences of a word ON = {o1 o2 o3 ... oT}. How is the
training of that model done to best represent the word. This is done by adjusting the
parameters for the model λ = (π, A, B). The adjustment is an estimation of the parameters for
the model λ = (π, A, B) that maximizes P(O|λ). The solution for this is the solutions of the
first and third HMM problem [D.6.1]. The signal used for training purposes are ordinary
utterances of the specific word, the word to be recognized.
The training is a combination of both supervised and unsupervised techniques. We train one
hidden Markov model per word with already classified speech signals. One important choice
is the number of different states in each model. The goal is that each state should represent a
phoneme in the word. The clustering of the Gaussians is however unsupervised and will
depend on the initial values used for the Baum-Welch algorithm.

D.6.3.2 The testing of an observation
When comparing an observation sequence O = {o1 o2 o3 ... oT} with a model λ = (π
π, A, B) we
need to find the solution to problem two [D.6.1]. The solution is about finding the optimal
sequence of states q = {q1 q2 q3 … qT} to a given observation sequence and model. There is
different solutions depend on what is meant by optimal solution. In the case of most likely
state sequence in its entirety, to maximize P (q|O, λ) the algorithm to be used is the Viterbi
Algorithm [D.6.1], state transition probabilities has been taken into account in this algorithm.
The testing is done in such matter that the utterance to be tested is compared with each
model and after that a score is defined for each comparison. The highest score is naturally
the highest probability that the compared model has produced the given test utterance. The
signals used for testing purposes are ordinary utterances of the specific word, the word to be
recognized.

D.6.4 RESULTS
The training database is formed by the english words of digits one to five, spoken by 28
females and 18 males speakers. There are two repeats for each word by all speakers. Total
words for the training database are 460. There are 92 samples of each word.
The test database is formed by the english words of digits one to five in english, spoken by
28 females and 28 males speakers. There are two repeats for each word by all speakers. Total
words for the test database are 560. There are 112 samples of each word. The training results
in five models (one for each word). These models are trained using the HTK toolkit. These
models represents a statistical model (HMM) of each word. The structure of the model is the
left-right model.
We varied the number of states to analyze performance over the state of the model number.
The HMM for each word has 6 to 10 states.
To evaluate the performance of the speech recognizer the trained models were used,
recognizing the utterances one to five. The recognition rates are presented in Table D6.2.
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States Utterances one to five
6
98.95
7
99.20
8
99.48
9
99.40
10
99.44
Table D6.2: Word recognition rates %.
This is fairly good results. The better performance is obtained for the model HMM with 8
states.
Experimentation indicated that the most important parameter were the number of hidden
states, N.

E CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Based on the results section D.4, we conclude that increasing the number of sound files in the
training database and increasing the size of the number of clusters can give us better results.
The assumptions based on the use of the locations of pairs of spectrogram peaks as robust
features for matching is a good option. So we propose that it must be analyzed in detail the
window size used for peer of spectrogram peaks and see the possible use of a segmentation
of events such as music and speech.
Another part that we have noted, is that the cataloging of these five class made by the
Fonoteca Nacional staff and it is based on experience and knowledge of Mexican music. So
we can say that there are sound files belong to more than one sonorous class. This aspect is
important to consider in the selection and calculation of descriptors that we want to develop.
The robustness of this approach is that only a few of the acoustic landmarks have to be the
same in the refererence and query examples to allow a match. If the query example is noisy,
or filtered strangely, or truncated, there's still a good chance that enough of the hashed
landmarks will match to work.
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